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Abstract
Background: The extraction of water and alteration of flow regimes by humans have profound negative effects on
river ecosystems. Returning water as “environmental flows” is a primary method for restoration, but evidence linking
flow restoration to ecological benefits is weak. In order to draw more informative conclusions about the effects of
environmental flows on ecosystems, reviews of ecological responses to altered flow regime need to focus on
relationships between causes (flow components) and effects (ecological responses). We will review the literature on
the responses of native riparian vegetation to flow alterations on regulated rivers. This review should improve river
restoration efforts by identifying which flow components can be targeted by environmental flows to improve
vegetation condition and increase abundance at the individual, population, and community levels.
Methods: We will conduct our review using the Eco Evidence framework, a novel, freely-available systematic review
method and software that employs a standardised methodology to assess cause-effect hypotheses in the face of
weak evidence. We will search published and grey literature for studies that present primary data on the responses
of native riparian vegetation on lowland river banks to changes in flow regime. The review will assess evidence for
seven distinct hypotheses that include different flow components (flood area, depth, duration, frequency,
seasonality, and volume) and vegetation responses (condition, germination rates, reproduction, and survival). We
will extract information from relevant studies on the trajectories of causes and effects, the type of study design, and
the number of control and impact sampling units. This information will be used to weight studies, where studies
with more sampling units or stronger study designs are given a higher weighting, as spurious results are less likely.
The amount of weighted evidence supporting and refuting each hypothesis will determine which of four possible
outcomes we will reach: “Support for hypothesis”, “Support for alternative hypothesis”, “Inconsistent evidence”, or
“Insufficient evidence”. We will then collectively consider the conclusions for each hypothesis in order to answer
our primary question, summarise the evidence, identify any gaps in knowledge, and provide recommendations for
whether and how environmental flows could be used in the management of native riparian vegetation.
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Background
The modification of rivers by humans has profound
negative effects on river ecosystems, particularly through
water extraction and the alteration of flow regimes [1].
A primary method for river restoration is returning
water to stressed rivers as “environmental flows” to
restore a more natural flow regime (e.g. [2]). Restoration
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requires the development of general frameworks for
predicting ecological responses to flow alterations [3], but
scientific evidence for ecological benefits of environmental
flows is weak because of a poor record of long-term monitoring and evaluation of existing flow restoration efforts
[4]. In an extreme example, no monitoring or evaluation
was carried out for ~90% of river restoration projects in
the USA worth approximately US $15 billion [5]. Those
that did had poor study designs and a lack of rigorous
monitoring, resulting in limited data and a weak evidence
base upon which to determine the ecological benefits;
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however, this information is central to the better management of water resources.
In Australia, water managers are currently overseeing
the largest transfer of water from consumptive to environmental uses in the nation’s history. Governments at the
state and commonwealth levels are investing billions in
water entitlements to be held as environmental water
[6-8]. Demonstrating the ecological benefits of environmental flows has never been more important because of
the substantial investment of public funds. However, the
widely-accepted hypotheses that underpin environmental
flow regimes have not been rigorously tested, and are thus
open to challenges. Systematic reviews of the existing evidence in the literature can assess the evidence basis for
the predictions of environmental flow assessments.
Reviews of individual case studies are difficult because
of the large number of potential ecological responses
(e.g. fish abundance, fish diversity, vegetation condition)
and specific flow alterations (e.g. changes in the magnitude, timing, duration, or frequency of floods or baseflows). Previous reviews have documented evidence that
flow alteration is associated with ecological change, but
many have been inconclusive [9-12]. Major taxonomic
groups may respond differently to flow regimes, and
changes to different flow components may have opposing ecological effects [11]. For example, while 61 of 70
studies (87%) showed a relationship between reduced
flow volume and various ecological or geomorphological changes, a quantitative analysis of a subset of
these studies that provided the magnitude of hydrological change and ecological responses could not reject
the null hypothesis that ecological change was independent of changes to flow volume [10]. Similarly, in a
more comprehensive narrative synthesis of the literature,
Poff and Zimmerman [13], found that 152 of 165 publications (92%) reported a negative ecological response to a
variety of flow alterations, but quantitative analyses did
not find any robust statistical relationships. Ecological
responses were also not consistent across taxonomic
groups: metrics of macroinvertebrate and riparian vegetation response both increased and decreased in response to
flow alteration; fish abundance, diversity, and demographic
rates showed consistently negative responses to changes in
flow [13]. In order to draw more informative conclusions
about the effects of environmental flows on ecosystems,
reviews of the ecological responses to altered flow regime
need to focus on relationships between causes (flow components) and effects (ecological responses). This systematic approach can inform environmental flows science by
identifying which flow components are most likely to
result in ecological benefits if enhanced with environmental flows.
Intended ecological outcomes of environmental flows
are often river- or reach-specific, but general goals can
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be identified to form appropriate topics for systematic
reviews. One such generalised ecological outcome that
often influences the design of environmental flow programs is an increase in abundance of native riparian and
floodplain vegetation. This objective may be related to a
single species (e.g. Wimmera bottlebrush, Callistemon
wimmerensis, [14]), dominant groups of species (e.g.
Populus fremontii and Salix gooddingii, [15]), or the entire riparian fauna (e.g. Green River, [16]). Riverine flow
regimes govern, to a large extent, the composition, structure, and abundance of native riparian vegetation, because
morphological, life history, and phenological traits have
evolved under the selective pressures of specific flow components (e.g. flood timing, volume, duration, and frequency,
and drought; [3,17]). Extensive modification of flow regimes
by humans has altered riparian vegetation communities
(e.g. [18]). Environmental flows targeted at the restoration
of various components of flow regimes should improve
riparian vegetation quality and abundance at the individual,
population, and community levels.

Objectives of the Review
As part of a large-scale program for the monitoring
and evaluation of environmental flows in Victoria,
Australia (the Victorian Environmental Flows Monitoring and Assessment Program, VEFMAP; [19,20]),
we have existing partnerships with six agencies for
water catchment management [21]. Through a series of
questionnaires and interviews, this group of stakeholders
identified the ecological outcomes of environmental flows
for vegetation considered by stakeholders to be of greatest
importance in their catchments. Ecological concerns vary
greatly across these regulated rivers, so ecological
responses were identified at broad levels that could be applied to all rivers (e.g. species-specific responses were
refined to include broader taxonomic or functional
groups). The primary question for this review is one of the
ecological outcomes of highest priority identified. The secondary questions are the direct cause-effect linkages, and
expected trajectories, identified in our conceptual model
(Figure 1). Many of these relationships are commonly
accepted on the strength of experiential evidence, but a
systematic review is required to test the evidence for each
hypothesis.
Primary question

Will the delivery of overbank flows and high flows increase the abundance of native riparian vegetation along
lowland rivers?
P: lowland rivers globally
I: delivery of overbank flows and high flows
C: no intervention
O: increased abundance of native riparian vegetation
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Figure 1 Conceptual model linking changes in flow to an increase in the abundance of native riparian vegetation on banks. Where
different hypotheses are posed for woody and herbaceous vegetation, the type and life stage is specified. Dotted lines represent assumed
linkages. Solid lines represent conceptual linkages to be tested in our review, and form each of the secondary questions. Overbank flows are
those of sufficient magnitude to breach the banks of the channel. High flows are of a greater magnitude than baseflows and can be bankfull or
overbank. Sustained high flows can refer to multiple flow components (volume, frequency, seasonality, duration) depending on the study system
(e.g. an increase in duration of a high flow in a single year or an increase in volume over multiple years).

Secondary questions

1) Do seasonal overbank flows increase germination
rates of native riparian plants?
2) Do seasonal overbank flows decrease survival of
woody seedlings and/or saplings and herbaceous
riparian vegetation?
3) Do seasonal overbank flows increase survival of adult
woody vegetation?
4) Do sustained high flows decrease survival of woody
seedlings and/or saplings and herbaceous riparian
vegetation?
5) Do more frequent high flows increase survival of
woody seedlings and/or saplings and herbaceous
riparian vegetation?
6) Do more frequent high flows improve the condition
of native riparian vegetation?
7) Does better condition result in increased
reproduction of native riparian vegetation?

Methods
Effective management and restoration relies on understanding causal relationships between environmental stressors and ecological responses. However, demonstrating
causality in ecology is difficult because of natural variability, lack of replication, the presence of confounding influences, and limitations on experimental manipulation.
Facing similar issues, epidemiologists developed ‘causal criteria’ in the 1960s to assess causality in the study of disease.
Causal criteria analysis is a standardised methodology

developed for assessing cause-effect hypotheses in the face
of weak evidence, and is widely used in medical research
[22,23]. When assessing the strength of causal inference
from a systematic review, it is implicit that the results
should be assessed against the causal criteria [24].
Our review will be conducted using Eco Evidencea, a
freely available method [25] and software [26], which
was recently developed to facilitate causal criteria analysis in environmental science, by employing the literature as a source of evidence. It is currently the only
method for systematic review in environmental science
supported by software. The history and logic behind
causal criteria generally, and the Eco Evidence framework specifically, are described in detail elsewhere
[25,27,28]. Eco Evidence is philosophically aligned with
existing methods of systematic review [24], and has several advantages over the methods used for most reviews
in ecology, which normally only attempt some sort of
narrative summary of the literature [29]. These include:
including standard terms and criteria for the evaluation
of each study, the ability to separately evaluate each
linkage in a conceptual model (thus more specific ecological questions), and an explicit synthesis of the
evidence for and against each of these linkages. Consequently, Eco Evidence reviews are more concise and targeted than is commonly the case for ecological reviews
[25]. The Eco Evidence method is also supported by
software [26]. The software consists of a web database
for storing and sharing “evidence items” (information
from individual studies) and a desktop analysis tool that
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uses evidence shared via the web application. A wizardstyle interface guides users through an 8-step causal criteria analysis to examine evidence from a sample of relevant studies [25,27,28]. It produces a full report at the end
of the process, maximising transparency of the assessment.
Together, these methods and tools provide complete transparency of the review, and facilitate consistency of results
across multiple reviewers and/or long time-frames. Causal
criteria analysis does not require quantitative summary statistics, thus allowing for the inclusion of about twice the
number of studies than meta-analysis [30]. Because studies
that provide evidence of an association between a cause
and effect may be overrepresented in meta-analyses [31], it
has been suggested that the Eco Evidence approach to
study inclusion could reduce publication bias [30]. We will
test this hypothesis in our review (see “Data synthesis and
presentation”).
Briefly, the first four steps involve the formulation of
the problem, and are documented above: (1) describing
the overall question to be assessed (Primary question),
(2) identifying the context (Introduction), (3) developing a detailed conceptual model (Figure 1), and (4) identifying relevant cause-effect hypotheses that will be
evaluated (Secondary questions). Step 5 comprises the
literature search and systematic review using a rulebased approach to weight individual studies. Each study
is reviewed for relevant data (termed “evidence items”),
which are then given a weighting based on the quality of
the study (termed “evidence weight”) according to a
standardised set of rules. These criteria are described in
detail under “Data extraction strategy”. If necessary, the
conceptual model and/or cause-effect linkages are then
revised in Step 6. The last two steps are a systematic
analysis of the evidence and assessment of the level of
support for the overall hypothesis. In the analysis, evidence weights from each study are summed (Step 7),
and the total evidence “in favour of” and “against” each
of the cause-effect hypotheses (secondary questions) are
used to determine whether sufficient evidence exists to
support or refute the overall question (primary question; Step 8).
Eco Evidence has successfully been used in several recent literature reviews concerning aquatic systems
[30,32-35]. Three of these reviews examined responses
of aquatic and riparian plants to changes in water regime, but ask different questions to those in this protocol (impacts of changes to inundation timing on riparian
vegetation processes; [30]; effects of changes in hydrology on wetland plant species; [35]; ability of environmental flows to reduce encroachment of terrestrial
vegetation into regulated river channels; [34]). The
recommendations of all case-study authors to promote
transparency and increase rigour have been incorporated
into our protocol.
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Search strategy
Scope of the search

Our choice of databases is designed to provide good
coverage of both the published and grey literature, whilst
also conserving project resources for the actual review
[24]. We will search the published literature using ISI
Web of Science, SCOPUS, and Expanded Academic
ASAP. We will also search two databases for grey literature: Agriculture and Natural Resources (ANR) Index and
CSA Illumina (AGRICOLA, ASFA: Aquatic Sciences and
Fisheries Abstracts, Biological Sciences, Environment
Abstracts, Meteorological & Geoastrophysical Abstracts,
Plant Science). The latter two databases will be used only
to search grey literature, as they provide flexible advanced
search options, allow complex Boolean operators, and export search results. The results returned from these databases would be less biased than spot searches of the
internet or searches of selected NGO and GO archives,
which require subjective choices about the repositories
searched.
We will conduct separate literature searches for each
secondary question identified, so that each link in the conceptual model is investigated separately. Searches will be
conducted in English only, because of the high volume of
hits returned in preliminary searches [1,800-15,000 for
each secondary question]. A preliminary search of Web of
Science suggests that 98% of search results are in English.
Search Terms

Three limiting term searches will be used to narrow
results to studies of flows on riparian vegetation on riverbanks. These will be combined, as appropriate, with
search strings for each vegetation response identified in
the secondary questions (Table 1).
Because language used to describe flow type varies
widely, it is not possible to search for one flow ‘component’ at a time (e.g. seasonal overbank flows or high flows).
Thus, the secondary questions will be simplified into four
searches that cover the seven secondary questions
(Table 2). The results for each search will be managed in a
separate reference library, but literature reviews will separately evaluate each of the seven secondary questions.
Study inclusion criteria

For each search of the simplified secondary questions,
we will randomise results and skim the titles and
abstracts for relevance. Randomisation of search results
and sequential assessment is proposed a priori to avoid
bias when a very large number of relevant studies are
available (see “Data extraction strategy”). Repeatability of
our assessment for relevance (below) will be determined
through an evaluation of a subset of the search results
by two investigators working independently. A Kappa
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Table 1 Search terms for limiting term searches (TS) and each vegetation response
Search

Terms

TS1

vegetation OR tree OR wood* OR herb$ OR herbaceous OR understory OR grass* OR shrub OR forb

TS2

floodplain OR riparian OR river* OR stream OR creek OR bank

TS3

Inundat* OR bankfull OR flow$ OR overbank OR freshes OR flood$ OR “pulse-flood*” OR “flood release*” OR “water regime” OR “waterlevel” or hydroperio*

Germination

Germina* OR seedling OR sapling OR growth OR recruit* OR establish*

Mortality

Mortality OR dieback OR surviv* OR death OR resilience OR drown*

Condition

Condition OR health OR dieback OR “drought stress” OR “flood stress” OR crown

Reproduction Reproduc* OR seed* OR propag* OR flower

value of 0.6-0.8 (substantial agreement) will be required
for inclusion/exclusion of papers at this stage [36].
Papers will be considered relevant to our review if they
present primary data (i.e. reviews are irrelevant) on the
responses of native riparian vegetation on stream/river
banks to changes in flow regime. The vegetation response
to flow alteration need not be the primary focus of the
paper; for example, flood frequency may be a covariate in
a study focussed on accessibility to grazing stock.
Relevant population(s) Studies that investigate the
response of native riparian vegetation on lowland river/
stream banks globally are included in this review, irrespective of scale and climate. Mountain streams and permanent
wetlands are not considered relevant populations. The
study must not report on a severely threatened species, as
environmental flows do not typically act as the sole approach for threatened species conservation, where nonhydrological factors may be the primary cause of decline.
Whilst the results will be immediately used in a project on
lowland rivers in south-eastern Australia, the evidence may
come from lowland riparian ecosystems worldwide, and
the results could be generalised to these ecosystems if the
results show consistent patterns across studies.
Relevant intervention(s) Where they result in changes
in overbank or high flows, studies that investigate changes
in six components of flow regime will be considered: flood
area, depth, duration, frequency, seasonality, and volume.
Two of our secondary questions (numbers 5 and 6) are
restricted entirely to studies of the frequency of high flows;
one (number 4) is restricted entirely to studies of the

duration of high flow. The study can document either an
increase or decrease in flow, but must include a detailed
description of the change. The interventions that cause a
change in flow regime may include river regulation (dams,
weirs, hydropower, extraction) or natural changes in flow
regime due to drought or flooding. The study will be considered irrelevant if it reports on an extreme event (e.g.
100-year flood), as environmental flows do not typically
aim to restore extreme flood events.
Our last secondary question (number 7) is unrelated to
flooding, but relevant interventions will be changes in the
condition of riparian vegetation caused by differences in
flow regime. Where riparian condition differs because of
parasitism, land-use, or other non-hydrological stressors,
the studies will be considered irrelevant.
Relevant comparator(s) Any study that investigates a
change in flow regime, and provides a detailed description of the change in flow will be considered (e.g. “the
frequency of overbank flows decreased from 1 in 2 years
to 1 in 20 years”). The comparators can therefore be a
greater or lesser flow compared with the intervention.
For example, the frequency of overbank flows may be
reduced after river regulation (higher flow frequency before the intervention would be the comparator). Alternately, flood durations may be greater in summer on a
regulated river compared with an unregulated river
(shorter flow duration on the unregulated river would be
the comparator).
Relevant outcome(s) Studies will be considered relevant
when they outline the responses of any native riparian

Table 2 Complex search operators used to search the published and grey literature
Simplified secondary question

Boolean search operator

Do flows increase germination rates?

TS1 + TS2 + TS3 + Germination

Do flows increase/decrease survival?

TS1 + TS2 + TS3 + Mortality

Do flows increase condition?

TS1 + TS2 + TS3 + Condition

Does condition affect reproduction?

TS1 + TS2 + Condition + Reproduction

Simplified secondary questions combine all flow types and vegetation responses.
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vegetation on stream/river banks. We will consider the
responses of both woody and herbaceous vegetation, and
the association may be statistical or subjective in nature.
We will include any trajectory (increase, decrease, no
change, or non-directional changes) of several attributes
of vegetation: germination rates, survival of seedlings/
saplings, survival of adults, condition, and reproduction.
Growth rates will not be included as measures of condition, nor will abundance and density measures be used
as surrogates for any of the attributes. Leaf Area Index,
canopy condition, canopy dieback, water potential, percentage of dead branches, and similar measures will be
included in condition. Studies of both sexual and vegetative reproduction will be included.
If identified as relevant, we will extract all relevant evidence items from a paper. In the Eco-Evidence approach,
a single paper can contribute evidence items to multiple
linkages (e.g. to “overbank flows increase germination
rates” and “overbank flows increase survival of woody
adults”), but cannot contribute more than one piece of
evidence to a single linkage (e.g. “overbank flows increase
germination rates in species A” and “overbank flows decrease germination rates in species B”). This rule prevents
against "double weighting" of an individual study in the
analysis. We will combine evidence for woody and herbaceous vegetation, except where the conceptual model
identifies separate hypotheses for their responses.

Data extraction strategy

Data from each relevant study will be extracted according
to the standardised methodology in Eco-Evidence (Step 5;
[25]). We will record the trajectories of causes and effects
(either increase, decrease, change, or no change; e.g. “increase in overbank flow, increase in germination”; or “decrease in overbank flow, no change in germination”). The
trajectories of the cause and effect determine whether an
evidence item provides evidence that supports or refutes
the hypothesis. If several species in a study are all relevant
to our hypothesis, the trajectory of the response will be
determined by the response of the overwhelming majority
of species. We will also record the type of study design
from a broad list of categories [“Before v. After (no control)”, “Control/Reference v. Impact (no before)”, “Spatial
gradient”, “Temporal gradient”, “BACI/ BARI, MBACI/
MBARI” or “After impact only”] and the number of independent control and impact sampling units. Assigning the
type of study design and the number of sampling units will
follow the definitions and guidance of Nichols et al. [27].
Sampling units must be recorded at the scale of the hypothesis being tested in the review [25], and so are sometimes larger than as presented in the study being assessed.
‘River’ or ‘Impoundment’ is a frequent sampling unit for
the studies examined to date.
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Reviewing a very large number of relevant studies for a
single secondary question will consume extensive resources
for a diminishing return. If a very large number of relevant
studies is found for the individual secondary questions
(see above), we will extract evidence from 25 randomlyselected publications for each linkage, and use re-sampling
techniques to test the representativeness of 20-publication
subsets from this set (see below). Nichols et al. [27]
claimed that Eco Evidence allows clear results regarding
the support or refutation of a cause-effect hypothesis to be
obtained with a subsample of the relevant literature, rather
than a complete review. Our study will formalise this subsampling and test its validity, and represents an advance
on the previously-published Eco Evidence method. Fundamentally, this sub-sampling approach rests on a basic assumption in research: that a random selection of possible
data should be representative of the entire population - in
this case, the available knowledge.
For secondary questions with more than 20 relevant
studies, we will assess repeatability of the outcome as follows. Using the full set of relevant studies (up to 25 per
secondary question), we will conduct re-sampling analyses
(jack-knife or bootstrap) to develop a distribution of 20study samples and quantify the rate at which summed evidence weights and conclusions change as a result of resampling (if ever). We emphasize that we expect that this
sub-sampling approach will be used rarely. In practice, it
is common that less than 20 relevant studies are found
after assessing all the literature for a single secondary
question. On the rare occasions when 20 relevant studies
are found, it is only once a large proportion of the literature has been assessed. For example, in one completed review, we failed to reach 20 studies for 4 out of 5
hypotheses tested. For the remaining hypothesis, we had
to assess 70% of the search results to find 20 relevant studies [34]. The chance of substantial non-representativeness
for a sample drawn from this much of the population is
extremely low. For the current protocol, an appendix will
include an MS Excel file of the full list of titles returned
from the literature search, along with the random numbers used to select titles for initial assessment, a record of
which were assessed initially as relevant, and which were
used in the review.
Study quality assessment

With an Eco-Evidence approach, all relevant studies are
included, regardless of their quality. The criteria for calculating standardised evidence weights accounts for
study quality so that higher-quality studies play a greater
role in the assessment [25]. As a part of data extraction,
we note the study design type and the number of independent sampling units. The information on study design and replication is used to weight the individual
evidence items for analysis, where studies with more
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sampling units or stronger study designs are given a
higher weighting, as spurious results are less likely
(Table 3; [25]). Evidence weights for individual studies
can range from 1–10 (Table 3). In this review, studies
will not be weighted based on geography; our goal is to
elucidate general ecological relationships regarding riparian vegetation. If after analysis, the results indicate
that different patterns emerge in different geographic
locations, it will be possible to refine the primary and/or
secondary questions to limit the geographic scope.
Data synthesis and presentation

Data is synthesised in Eco Evidence according to a set of
rules that maximise transparency in the conclusion [27].
These rules were derived from extensive consultation
with ecologists and numerous trials (see [25]). To evaluate support for each cause-effect linkage in the conceptual model, Eco Evidence applies a default threshold of
20 points summed from the evidence weights for all
studies. The Eco Evidence method states that both
weights and thresholds may be changed if justified by
the application, but that any such change must be documented (e.g. [32]). Without any such justification, we
will use the default threshold, as it has proven useful in
previous studies [30]. This threshold means that a few
strong evidence items are sufficient to support (or refute) a hypothesis, but many weaker evidence items
would be needed to reach the same conclusion. Weaker
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evidence items are more likely to be confounded by uncontrolled environmental variables than higher-quality
evidence items [25]. Therefore individual weak studies
are more likely to reach spurious conclusions. However,
if different individually-weak studies are conducted in
different places, by different researchers, and using different experimental designs and methods, they will not
be affected by the same confounding variables. Therefore a diverse collection of weak studies are unlikely to
reach the same spurious conclusion. In such circumstances, a diverse collection of weak studies that
describes a consistent association between putative cause
and effect, provides strong overall evidence for a causal
relationship [37]. The use of weaker evidence actually
allows for the inclusion of more of the literature, making
the most of the scant evidence available [25]. We will include the mean and range of evidence weights and the
types of study designs used to inform the conclusion,
allowing us to infer the general strength of the evidence.
Four outcomes are possible in an Eco-Evidence analysis: “Support for hypothesis”, “Support for alternative
hypothesis”, “Inconsistent evidence”, or “Insufficient evidence”. These outcomes are logically based in Popperian
‘falsification’ model of scientific progress [25]. In order
to achieve “Support for hypothesis”, at least 20 evidence
points must lie in favour of the hypothesis, with fewer
than 20 points opposing the hypothesis. This outcome
means that the hypothesis is retained as a working

Table 3 Weights applied to evidence items, based on the study design and number of independent sampling units [27]
Study design

Weight applied

After impact only

1

Reference/control vs. impact (no before data)

2

Before vs. after (no reference/control data)

2

Gradient response (temporal or spatial)

3

BACI/BARI or MBACI/MBARI or Beyond MBACI

4

Factorial design: Number of independent reference/control sampling units
0

0

1

2

>1

3

Factorial design: Number of independent impact sampling units
1

0

2

2

>2

3

Gradient designs: Number of sampling units
3

0

4

2

5

4

≥6

6

The evidence weight is the sum of the weight applied for the study design and the number of sampling units. See text for an explanation of weights.
"B" = before, "A" = After, "C" = control, "R" = reference, "I" = impact, "M" = multiple.
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hypothesis, but may be falsified in future by further evidence (i.e.: new research). “Support for alternative hypothesis” is a falsification of the cause-effect hypothesis,
resulting when 20 or more evidence points oppose the
hypothesis, and fewer than 20 points support the hypothesis. The cause-effect hypothesis is also be falsified
when at least 20 points both support and oppose the hypothesis, and a result of “Inconsistent evidence” is
returned (see below). In these cases, the hypotheses must
be disregarded or refined, and a new hypothesis formulated. The conclusion of “Insufficient evidence” is achieved
when fewer than 20 points support and oppose the hypothesis, and no further relevant studies can be found, implying a knowledge gap in the literature. With our
protocol, we will not reach a conclusion of “Insufficient
evidence” unless all search hits have been evaluated, or
unless (if there are many thousands of hits from the literature search) the rate of relevant studies being found makes
it vanishingly unlikely that we could reach the 20-point
threshold. It is very unlikely that we would reach a preliminary conclusion of “Insufficient Evidence” with 20 studies,
because of the total evidence weight this implies.
The logic behind the use of thresholds can be demonstrated with a statistical analogy. With a larger sample size,
a hypothesis can be more reliably rejected even if the data
are identically distributed. For example, a 2-sample t-value
of 2.0 is significantly different from an effect size of 0 with
a sample size of 10 (p=0.04, one tail test), but the null hypothesis is retained with a sample size of 5 (p=0.07).
Thresholds can therefore be more informative than a simple ratio of evidence, but only when considered in conjunction with the ratio. The Eco Evidence outcomes, like
p-values for significance testing, should not be applied
without consideration. For example, if 20 evidence points
support a hypothesis, and 19 evidence points oppose it, a
judgement of “Support for hypothesis” is unreasonable,
and the evidence should be judged as inconsistent.
A finding of “Inconsistent Evidence” may call for a reexamination the initial conceptual model. Often, the reason
for an inconsistency is revealed during the evidence review;
a flow component may only be associated with an ecological response under certain environmental conditions.
For example, if we find “Inconsistent Evidence” for a linkage that combined evidence for woody and herbaceous
vegetation (e.g. Do seasonal overbank flows increase germination rates in native riparian vegetation?), we may
refine our conceptual model based on vegetation types
(woody or herbaceous). When conceptual models are redefined, the literature review (data extraction) is continued.
However, if the question is already at the appropriate level
of conceptual resolution, the finding of “Inconsistent Evidence” is a final result; the interpretation is that the original
hypothesis is falsified, or that the cause-effect linkage only
applies under certain circumstances.
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In the last step of the data synthesis (Step 8), we will
collectively consider the conclusions for each causeeffect linkage in order to answer the primary question.
An overall finding of support for the primary question
does not necessarily require support for each of the
cause-effect hypotheses considered (e.g. [30]). We will
be able to determine whether there is sufficient evidence
that the delivery of overbank flows and more high flows
will increase the abundance of native riparian vegetation
on banks. More importantly, we will be able to identify
certain environmental conditions or taxonomic groups
that may respond differently. In the discussion of the
results, we will provide a narrative synthesis of the studies included in the review, with a particular focus on
these two topics. This systematic approach will better inform environmental flows science by determining which
flow components should be targeted by environmental
flows in order to improve native riparian vegetation.
Finally, we will assess which studies included in the
Eco Evidence analysis could have also been included in a
quantitative meta-analysis (i.e. which studies provide the
necessary summary statistics). We will test whether the
subset of studies suitable for meta-analysis produce different Eco Evidence outcomes than the total set of studies reviewed. We will also tabulate this subset of studies
to determine whether they i) differ in study quality and
ii) are any more or less likely to support each hypothesis,
compared to the total set of studies reviewed. This analysis will form the basis for discussion of the benefits of
narrative synthesis compared to meta-analysis.

Endnote
a
Eco Evidence is a new systematic review method currently under consideration for inclusion in the CEE Systematic Review guidelines.
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